An essential aspect to understanding the functional significance of individual genes in the mouse genome is an understanding of the phenotypic consequences of gene mutations. A wide variety of online sites exist that provide different types of phenotypic information on the laboratory mouse. In this review, we describe the major resources that are currently available and discuss some of the bioinformatics requirements that will be necessary to make more seamless searching, comparison and analysis of these various data types possible.
INTRODUCTION
The mouse is the primary mammalian model of human disease [1] . The sequencing of its genome [2] has raised the possibility for the first time of systematically investigating the relationship between genotype and phenotype, and therefore developing a more sophisticated understanding of the processes underlying human diseases [3] .
The characterization of the phenotypes of mutant mice has, by definition, been studied since the earliest days of mouse genetics. As well as studies of spontaneous mutations, which are ongoing in the mouse community, a number of laboratories and consortia have well-established mutagenesis programmes aimed at identifying novel gene-phenotype relationships and new models of human disease [1] . The characterization of mouse phenotypes is to all intents and purposes an open ended project, as many abnormal phenotypic observations are only detectable after careful characterization, sometimes of double mutants [4] .
More recently, high-throughput projects, many with an international dimension, have been established to make the process of relating genotype to phenotype more systematic. These include projects to generate knockouts [5] or gene trap mutations [6] of every mouse gene, and the collaborative cross [7] , a randomized cross of eight inbred mouse strains, which aims to generate phenotypic diversity by randomly recombining segments of these genomes. In addition, the Mouse Phenome Project [8] aims to characterize the phenotypic characteristics of commonly studied mouse inbred lines. Importantly, reproducible analysis of phenotype across mouse strains requires reproducible experimental procedures [9] . A number of phenotyping centres are now also publishing collections of their procedures to facilitate replication of phenotype measurements [10] .
Online resources are critical for the dissemination of this wide range of sources of phenotype data but there is no one-stop shop from which to access it all. In this short review, we will summarize the major online resources that are currently available in this area, and discuss some of the technical developments that we believe will be necessary to make these disparate data sets available in a more integrated manner.
DEFINITIONS
The word phenotype is used quite broadly, to describe features ranging from body weight to levels of gene expression in a particular tissue or cell type. It is also used in two distinct ways-to describe the sum total of all the phenotypic observations on an organism, or to identify a particular characteristic that distinguishes a given animal or line from 'normal' mice. Here, we draw a distinction between the two usages by defining the phenotype of an organism as the sum total of all its (measured) phenotypic characters.
Where do I start?çmouse genome informatics
The Mouse Genome Database (MGD) [11] , based at the Jackson Laboratory, presents a vast amount of information on mouse phenotypes linked to genetic information on the underlying genetic lesion (Table 1) . Their data set is compiled by a group of curators, not only from published literature but also from electronic submissions, and provides by far the most extensive body of phenotype information in the mouse. It provides various ways of searching phenotype data-via a Phenotypes and Alleles Query Form and via specialized searches including a hierarchical interface making use of ontology terms. The Phenotypes and Alleles Query Form allows searches on text terms, gene or allele name (or chromosomal position) and allele type (such as spontaneous, chemically induced, radiation induced, transposon induced, transgenic, gene trapped or targeted). The initial output of searches is a list of alleles sorted by allele symbol. The list provides information about allele category, affected anatomical system (including behaviour), similar human diseases and the genetic background upon which the allele was expressed. The form also provides access to searches by affected body system and similar human disease (genetic diseases contained in OMIM-Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man [12] ). Searches using the ontology interface (which employs the Mammalian Phenotype ontology (MP) [13] developed at the Jackson Laboratory) allow the user to click on a selected ontology term and see alleles associated with that term. Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) also provides searchable access to phenotype annotations of mouse genes via the GBrowse tool [14] .
Another valuable resource held at the Jackson Laboratory is Festing's list of inbred strains of mice and rats [15] . This provides summary (i.e. not quantitative) descriptions of phenotypic characteristics of 426 mouse lines, with literature references. This resource is up-to-date to 1998 only.
Baseline dataçthe mouse phenome project, EUMORPHIA and beyond
The MGD provides for queries about genes associated with published phenotypes and how these might relate to human disease, as well as providing access to genomic information. What it does not do is allow users to compare in-house information on individual phenotypic characters with data from inbred mouse lines or mutant strains. As yet, there is no database of phenotype data from mutant lines (although this is an objective of the Europhenome project [16] ). However, three groups have collected phenotype data on inbred mouse lines: the Mouse Phenome Project [8] , EUMORPHIA and RIKEN.
The Mouse Phenome Project, coordinated from the Jackson Laboratory, aims to gather phenotype data on forty core and numerous other inbred lines through a series of contributing projects. Each of these projects, based in a particular laboratory, commits to generate a specific set of phenotypic measurements that are submitted to the MPD [17] . The database currently covers 840 phenotypic measurements with an average 18 strains per measurement. The MPD site provides a number of online analysis tools. Simple tools provide descriptive statistics and allow comparisons within strains (by sex) or between strains. Pairs of measurements can also be compared between strains. More sophisticated tools allow for correlative comparisons of strains using selected sets of measurements, identification of other measurements which correlate with a selected measurement or set of measurements, and identification of strains showing significant deviations from the mean for selected measurements.
EUMORPHIA's primary aim was to develop phenotyping procedures that would produce consistent results between laboratories, in order to facilitate high-throughput phenotyping of mouse strains (EMPReSS, see subsequently). As part of this process, the project produced baseline data on four mouse strains that were validated and compared between up to four phenotyping laboratories. The data in EUMORPHIA's database, EuroPhenome [16] , therefore, provides information on crosslaboratory reproducibility as well as on procedures that will be used for large scale phenotyping. As most of the procedures developed by EUMORPHIA are relatively simple to carry out, EuroPhenome therefore provides data against which users' mouse strains can be compared for abnormal features. Analysis tools implemented by EuroPhenome include crossstrain, -age and -sex comparison as well as crosslaboratory comparison. The site also provides access to PhenoStat [18] , a statistical visualization and analysis tool, and to comparable data in the MPD. The RIKEN Genome Science Center also provides baseline data on a standard set of phenotyping procedures for five strains in use at the centre. Here, typical values for tests are presented broken down across the strains and by sex. ENU mutants with abnormal scores are also accessible through these pages.
How do they do that?çprocedures for mouse phenotyping
The cross-strain comparisons available through MPD and EuroPhenome rely on the use of consistent and reproducible procedures for phenotyping. To allow other experimenters to compare their data with these data sets it is clearly important that these procedures be made publicly accessible. MPD does this by attaching phenotyping procedures to individual sets of measurements. It is also possible to view a list of procedures used by MPD projects.
EUMORPHIA, in contrast, has established a database of standardized operating procedures (SOPs) known as EMPReSS (European Mouse Phenotyping Resource for Standardized Screens) [9, 16, 19] . SOPs in EMPReSS are presented in a structured manner under 13 headings, including links to data in EuroPhenome generated using that procedure. The phenotyping procedure collection can be searched either by free text search, via a hierarchical browser corresponding to the Mammalian Phenotype ontology [13] , or via pipelines designed for use in the EUMODIC project (see below).
Other major centres also make phenotyping procedures available publicly, including RIKEN GSC, who present their procedures in the same style as EMPReSS. Many other laboratories make some or all of their phenotyping procedures accessible via the web, but there is as yet no central repository for mouse phenotyping procedures.
Trait mapping
Resources related to these baseline data databases are sites designed to allow mapping of phenotypic traits on the genome using recombinant panels derived from inbred lines. The GeneNetwork tool [20] , hosted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, provides access to phenotype data (taken from the literature and direct submission) from six genetic reference populations plus the MPD data. This tool allows users to find references which contain a textual search term for any given set of strains, view the data, search for correlated traits across the strain, carry out in silico interval mapping and search for pairs of chromosomal regions that may be involved in two-locus epistatic interactions.
GSCANDB [21] at the Wellcome Trust Centre for Human Genetics in Oxford provides access to genome scans of the panel of Heterogeneous Stock mice, and to QTL data held by MGI, and allows plotting of scans on the genome and comparison of scans.
Finding a mouseçIMSR, archiving and mutagenesis web sites New mouse strains are being generated all the time, both by individual labs and by large-scale projects. Many of these are unpublished or will never be published in the scientific literature but they nevertheless represent a potential resource for the community. Organizations, such as the European Mutant Mouse Archive (EMMA) in Europe and the Mutant Mouse Regional Resource Centers (MMRRC) in the US exist to archive these strains and distribute them at minimal costs to investigators who need to use them-this has the effect of reducing wasted resources in the community and supporting the aims of the 3Rs (replacement, refinement and reduction of animals in research) [22] . These organizations have recently come together under the umbrella of FIMRe (Federation of International Mouse Resources) [23] to further facilitate the distribution of archive material.
The IMSR (International Mouse Strain Resource) web site [24] provides access to information on strains lodged with FIMRe affiliates as well as strains held at individual laboratories and freely available to academic users. Using the IMSR search form, the IMSR database can be searched for strain or gene/allele descriptors, returning information about the gene mutated, the location of the strain and its current status (such as live or frozen). Clicking on the allele symbol in the results page will in some cases take the user to a more detailed page with phenotype descriptions. There is no explicit way of searching for strains with particular phenotypic descriptions in this system although searches of the Strain/Stock Designation with phenotypic terms will often generate hits. Alternatively, relevant genes can be identified via an MGD Phenotypes and Alleles Query. MusBanks (RIKEN) attempts to provide a direct means of identifying available mouse models via a phenotype search by using text mining and pathway information to identify genes that may be associated with a keyword and searching a variety of databases including IMSR.
A more focused site for those interested in models of immunological disease or immune processes is the MMdb database [25] . Searches can be carried out by gene, institution, researcher, mutation type or MP term.
Although the strategy of holding a central database of available mutant lines is immensely useful, many of the laboratories generating mutant mouse strains maintain their own web sites containing descriptions of lines that are not yet available at IMSR. These sites will typically have some kind of summary descriptions of the strain phenotype (see for example the Harwell list at http://www.mgu.har.mrc.ac.uk/mutagenesis/ access/; a more comprehensive list of sites is given in Table 2 ).
Image data
Another aspect of phenotype is morphological appearance at different levels from the whole mouse to individual tissues or cells. The company MRPath make available magnetic resonance images of males and females from 10 mouse inbred lines. Tranverse, sagittal and dorsal sections are available and these can be viewed sequentially to traverse the whole animal.
The EMAP (Edinburgh Mouse Atlas Project) site [26] provides the 3D Digital Atlas of mouse development. This provides images of mouse embryos from Theiler stages 7-23 and 26 generated using OPT (Optical Projection Tomography) microscopy. The site provides access to transverse, frontal and sagittal sections, which can be zoomed and the plane of section altered, interactively. An interactive atlas for embryonic day 14.5 is also available at the GenePaint site.
PATHBASE [27] provides histopathology photomicrographs and macroscopic images derived from mutant or genetically manipulated mice. Images can be retrieved by searching for specific lesions or class of lesion, by genetic locus, or by other parameters available through an advanced search interface. A related resource is Skinbase, which is an image reference resource for the histopathology of skin and its associated structures in induced and spontaneous mutations of the laboratory mouse. 
Gene expression
Gene expression is often considered to be a phenotypic trait. A number of sites provide data on gene expression in the mouse. The GXD database at MGI [30] provides data on expression presence or absence in anatomical structures at different developmental stages including adult. GXD includes RNA in situ hybridization, immunohistochemistry, northern and western blots, RT-PCR, RNase protection and Nuclease S1 data from the literature and direct submissions.
Emage [26, 31] is a database of images of gene expression in mouse embryos generated using mRNA in situ hybridization, immunohistochemistry and knock-in reporters. As well as image-and text-based browsers, the site provides a downloadable Java program that allows 3D exploration of the data sets.
The EurExpress project is establishing an interactive digital transcriptome atlas of the embryonic mouse using in situ hybridization with non-radioactive probes in the Theiler stage 23 embryo. Images can be searched for based on gene sequence, anatomical location or keyword and there is an advanced search facility based on BioMart [32] . The GenePaint project provides a similar resource for the adult mouse and for days 10.5, 14.5 and 15.5 embryos for C57BL/6 and NMRI mice. Searches can be via gene sequence or gene name, symbol, etc. Specific maps for the brains of adult and day 15.5 embryos are also available at this site.
The Allen Brain Atlas [33] provides images of gene expression patterns in the mouse brain obtained by in situ hybridization. The database is searchable by brain structure or gene symbol. The GenSat project [34] also provides images of gene expression in the adult mouse brain, based on EGFP (enhanced green fluorescent protein) expression.
The GUDMAP project provides in situ and microarray gene expression data on the developing kidney and genito-urinary system for Theiler stages 17 to 28. This is searchable using gene, anatomy or accession ID terms and browsable using a wider range of criteria including anatomy ontology and Theiler stage.
The BIRN (Biomedical Informatics Research Network) provides a different approach to accessing large, atlas-style data sets. BIRN hold a repository of anatomical and gene expression data sets.
These can be downloaded from the BIRN repository and browsed on the user's own computer (Windows, Macintosh or Unix) using a custom program, the Mouse BIRN Atlasing Toolkit (MBAT).
In addition to these sites, the major microarray data repositories, ArrayExpress [35] , GEO [36] , SMD [37] and a variety of other sites presenting this kind of data, can be mined for mouse-specific gene expression information. BodyMap-Xs [38] provides information on the tissue localization of ESTs in mice and other species.
High-throughput mouse projects
One of the first experimental consequences of the yeast genome sequence when it was published was a project to knock out all the genes, individually and in combinations, to identify essential genes and the phenotypes associated with knocking out nonessential genes [39] . A similar project is now underway for the mouse, led by three major initiatives to generate knockout lines for all the mouse genes-EUCOMM in Europe, NorCOMM in Canada and KOMP in the USA [5] (see http://www.knockout mouse.org/). Clearly, an important next step for these projects will be the characterization of the phenotypes of viable knockouts. EUCOMM has close links with another European project, EUMODIC, which will phenotype up to 650 lines over the next 4 years using EMPReSS phenotyping procedures. Phenotype data from this project will be deposited in the EuroPhenome database. This will be the first experimental data set to explicitly link individual genes to associated phenotypes.
APPROACHES TO SOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF PHENOBABELOMICS
It is clear from the above review of mouse phenotype resources that there is a wide variety of different types of data that can be classified under the broad heading of phenotype data, and that there is currently no single site that can provide access to them, let alone more sophisticated functions such as searching over a number of databases to carry out complex queries or bringing together disparate data. What is needed then are unifying portals that can access this wide range of data. The major technical difficulty in building such a portal is how to gain access the data. A unified solution to this problem, i.e. building a single database that contains all the relevant information, is not a practical solution-it would require concentrating a wide variety of expertise in one place, while many of the sites mentioned earlier are research projects with no interest in turning into pure database operations (or moving to another city!). Keeping such datasets up to date is also a monumental, and perhaps impossible, task.
Modern computer science provides an alternative approach, which is to allow outside users to interrogate different databases located at different sites. This can be done directly, by sending SQL queries, but this requires knowledge of the underlying database structure. The alternative is a group of technologies known as web services, which allow queries sent in from external sources to be interpreted and answered from individual database sites. Responses can then be collated and analysed at the initiating portal. Web services are already in use in bioinformatics-for example, users of the Ensembl BioMart tool [32] are using a web services solution.
To use this approach, certain community standards will need to be developed so that all databases 'speak the same language' to the outside world. To establish such standards, it is likely that there will also be a need to establish Minimum Information standards for the reporting of phenotypes, comparable to the MIAME standards for microarray experiments and other comparable initiatives [40, 41] . High-throughput phenotyping data sets also cause problems for the use of ontologies to describe data as an approach is needed that can represent quantitative informationthis in contrast to the Mammalian Phenotype ontology, which is qualitative in nature. The PATO (or EQ ¼ Entity þ Quality) approach to constructing phenotype ontologies may provide a solution for this [42] . In this approach, a number of ontological terms are combined into a more complex expression to describe an aspect of an organism's phenotype. For example, the anatomy term 'eye' can be combined with the PATO term 'red', removing the need to add the term 'red eye' to a compound ontology such as MP. The expressions built up in this way allow detailed description of the phenotypic characters of an individual mouse or mouse line, including normal values, something which is not possible in MP. They can also be combined with a reference to the experimental procedure used to generate the data [42] . The various advances needed for integrative analysis of phenotype data are currently under discussion by a new consortium, the Mouse Phenotype Database Integration Consortium [43] (http:// www.interphenome.org), which seeks to establish the necessary standards for interlinking phenotype databases. It will also be important to develop the necessary standards to link mouse phenotype information to other relevant functional genomics databases for the mouse, a process being supported by the European Union via its CASIMIR project (http:// www.casimir.org.uk).
A particularly important area for development in the future will be relating mouse phenotypic information to human diseases. A number of sites already allow searches that link mouse phenotypes to human disease-for example, the MGI Phenotypes and Alleles query allows searching via the OMIM human disease vocabulary and Human-Mouse Gene Searcher links human phenotypes to mouse genes with related phenotypes [44] . However, the underlying assumptions of many of these approaches are relatively simple. Although there are close resemblances between mouse phenotypes and human disease states, the definitions of diseases in human are often complex and involve the combination of a number of phenotypic attributes, while mouse 'models' of a given disease may not show all of these attributes [45] . There is therefore a need for new and more sophisticated ways of representing the human disease state, probably using a combination of ontologies.
Another important aspect will be linking together phenotype information from different species, which should further facilitate the identification of genes involved in human diseases. A start to this kind of integration has been made by PhenomicDB [46] , which provides access to phenotype and genotype data from a number of species by accessing relevant community databases, such as MGD. Phenobabelomics 299
These technical developments will be in vain if easily useable interfaces are not developed to allow easy access to the data held in these various databases. Designing easy-to-use yet powerful interfaces is not an easy task and needs to draw on a range of skills from graphic design and human-computer interaction to sophisticated software design. The issue is complicated by the variety of different types of data that need to be presented. To provide maximum information, users will need to be able to search on information held in common by most of the databases in question. There are a few obvious data types of this kind: gene (or gene function), anatomical feature affected and phenotype terms. These major routes are already represented by commonly used ontologies (the Gene Ontology [47] , adult and developmental mouse anatomy ontologies [48, 49] and phenotype ontologies [13, 42] ).
Reflecting the tree-like organization of ontologies, it is becoming increasingly popular to provide hierarchical interfaces to data, especially when annotated with ontology terms. A good example of this is the GUDMAP interface (Figure 1 ), but there are numerous others. An alternative approach is to attach data to graphical representations of particular domains of knowledge, such as genome organization or anatomy. However, these approaches do not solve the problem of designing combinatorial searches, possibly involving filtering data according to numerical criteria. An example of such a search constructor is to be found at the MPD site. A possible approach to this is to use software designed for constructing bioinformatics workflows, such as Taverna [50] but even in this case easy-to-use interfaces will be required. In short, much work still needs to be done to design interfaces that will allow the bench scientist to make best use of the integrated data sets that are developing.
Key Points
Characterising the phenotypic effects of genotypic differences between mouse strains is the next major challenge in mouse functional genomics. A wide variety of online resources describing mouse phenotyperelated data exist at present but the technology for unifying these data sets is still rudimentary. A major challenge for the mouse bioinformatics community will be to develop the necessary computational infrastructure and interfaces to allow seamless interrogation of these online resources.
